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2 MODELING

t-dimensional vectoria] space aud standard linear algebra operations on vectors.
Vor the classic probabilistic model, the framework is composed of sets. starcard
probability operations, and the Bayes’ theorem.

In fhe remainder of this chapter, we discuss the various DR models shown
iu Figure 2.1. Vhroughont the discussion, we do not explicithy instantiate the
components D, Q, F, and Afg;,d;) of cach model. Such components should be
quite cleay fromthe discussion and can be easily inferred.

2.5 Classic Information Retrieval

In this section we briefly present (he three classic models in inforrnation retrieval
namely, the Buolean, the vector, and the probabilistic models.

2.5.1 Basic Concepts

The classic mudels in information retrieval consider (har each document is de-

serihed by a set of represcutative keywords called index termms. Au dudes ferni
is sitaply a {document} word whose senmusties helps in reuernhering the docn-
ment's main themes. hus, tudex terms are used to iiiex and sununarize tle
document coutents. Tn general, mdex terins are matuly mows becanse nous
have meaning by themselves aud thas, their semantics is easier to ideality and
Lo grasp, Adjectives, adverbs, aud comueetives are loss useful as iudex terms
because they work mainly as complements. Tlowever. it might be interesting
io consider all the distinet words in a docniment collection as index terms. For

instauce, this approach is adopted by some Web search engipes as digeqssedt in
Chapter 13 Gin which case, the document logical view is full tert], We postpone
a discussion on the problem of how to generate index terms itil Chapter 7.
where the issue is covered in detail.

Given a set of index terms for a document, we notice that uot all terms
are equally useful for describing the document contents. Tu fact, there are bidex
terms which are simply vaguer than others. Deciding on the naportauce of a
term for summarizing the contents of a document is not a trivial issuc. Despite
this difficulty, there are properties of an index term which are easily measured
and which are useful for evaluating the potential of a Lerma as such. For insbauce,
consider a collection with a mmndred thousand documents. A word which appears
in each af the one hundred thousand documents is complercly useless as an index
terin because it does not tell us anything about which documents the user might
be mterested in. On the other hand. a word which appears in just five documents
is quite useful because it narrows down considerably the space of documents
which might be of interest to the user. Thus, it should be clear that distiner
index terms have varying relevance when used to describe document coutents.
This effect is captured through the assignment of pnmerical weights to each index
term of a decuinent.

f 
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CLASSIC INFORALATION KETRIEVAL 2

Let fy be an index term, dj be a document. and w,; > U be a weight
associated with the pair (hyd). This weight quantifies the importanee of the
index terion for describing the decuinent sermantie contents.

Definition Lett he fhe number af tudes terms inthe systemand k, he a generic
inden terin, Koo URy.0.. Ay} ts the set of all index terms. A ueight wy; > U
is associated with each cinder teria ky of a document dj. Pur an index term
whieh ducs Wok mppeer in the document tert, wy = 0. With the document @;

 
is associided an index terme vector dy represented hy dy == (uty). Wg je... We)
Further, inf yg; be a faneton that refurne the weight associated auth tHe iudex
fern A, am any bedimensivnul eector (he. gldyi = wy}

As we Jater discuss. the index term weighrs are usually assumed to be muntu-
ally independent. This weans that knowing the weight 1w,; associated with ihe
pair (hd; ] tells us nothing about the weight ayy), associated with the pair
ky: yj}. This is clearly a stmplification because ocenrreuces of index terms mM
a document are not nucorrelated. Consider, for tustance, that the terms cam-

pier andl nefwerk are used to index a given doctiment which covers the area, of
computer networks. Frequenth, in this docunient, the appearance of one of these
two words attracts the appearance of the other. Thus, these two words are corre
lated and their weights could reflect this correlation. While iiitual independence
seerps to be a strony simplification. it does simplify the task of computing Licex
tern weights aud allows for fast ranking computation. Furthermore, taking acd-
vantage of index termcorrelations for improvimg the final document ranking is
not me aimple task. be fact, none of the many approaches proposed m the past
has clearly dermianstrated that index term correlations are advantageous (for
ranking purposes) with geveral collections. Therefore, unless clearly stated oth-
erwise, we assume mntual independence among index terms. In Chapter 4 we
discuss uvodern retwieva) techniques which are based on term correlations and 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 

 

which have been tested successfully with particular collections. These suceesses
secu to be slowly shifting the enrrent understanding towards a mure favorable
view of the usefulness of term correlations for inforrhation retrieval systems.

The above definitions provide support for discussing the three claysie infore
mation retrieval models, namely, the Boolean, the vector. and the probabilistic
models. us we now do,

2.5.2 Boolean Model

The Boolean model is a shiople retrieval model based on set theory and Boolean
“algebra, Since the concept of a set is quite intuitive, the Boolean miodel pro-
Vides a framework which is easy to grasp by a common user of an (Ro system.
Furthermore. the queries are specified as Boolean expressions which have precise
semantics. Given its inherent simplicity and neat formaltisin, the Boolean made]

ecrived great attention in past years and was adopted by many of the early
omimercial bibliographic systems.

f 
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26 MODELING

 
Figure 2.8 The three conjunetive components for the query jg = Ka A (ky vA},

Unforiumately, the Boolean model suffers from inajor drawbacks. First,
its retrieval strategy is based on a binary decision criterion {1e., a document is
predicted to be either relevant or non-relevant} without any notion of a grading
scale. which prevents good retrieval performauce. Thus. the Boolean model is
in reality nuch more a data {instead of information) retrieva) model. Secand,
while Boolean expressions have precise semantics, frequently it is pot simple to
translate an information need into a Boolean expression. In fact, most users find
it dificult and awkward to express their query requests in terms of Boolean ex-
pressions. The Boolean expressions actually formulated by users often are quite
shnuple (see Chapter 10 for a more thorangh discussion op this issne}. Despite
these drawbacks. the Boolean modet is still the dominant model with commercial

doctment database systems aud provides a good starting point for those new tu
the field,

The Boolean model considers that index teruis are present or absent ima
document, As a result, the iidex terin weights are assumed to be all binary. ie.,

wey € {0.1}. A query g is composed of index terme linked by three connectives:
not, and, or.Thus, a query is essentially a conventional Boolean expre
can be represented as a disjunction of conjunctive vectors (Le. in di
mat form - DNF}. For instance, the query [¢ = ky A (A, ¥ 7k,)}] can be written
in disjunctive normal formas [Gap = (L112) 8 1.10) v O,0,0)). whereeachof
the eomponents is a binary weighted vector associated with the tuple (Aa. Ry, ke.
These binary weighted vectors are called the conjunctive components of Gun¢-
Figure 2.3 illustrates the three conjunctive components for the query q.

salon which 

Heche TOP 
 

Definition For the Boolean model, the indee termweight variables are all
binary te. wig © {0.1}. A query g is a conventional Boolean expressian. Let
fing 06 the disjunctive normal form. for the query q. Further, tet dp. be any of the
conjunchine components of ding. The similarity of a document d; to the query q
is defined as

 sim(d;qi = | ¥ Adee | Woo € dang) MWe. Olds) = ge(Gee)}
‘ 0 otherwise

f 
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